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Abstract

Since a content-based image retrieval (CBIR) system services
people, its image characterization and similarity measure must
closely follow perceptual characteristics. In this study, we
enumerate a few psychological and physiological invariants
and show how they can be considered by a CBIR system. We
propose distance functions to measure perceptual similarity
for color, shape, and spatial distribution. In addition, we
believe that an image search engine should model after our
visual system, which adjusts to the environment and adapts to
the visual goals. We show that we can decompose our visual
front-end into filters of different functions and resolutions. A
pipeline of filters can be dynamically constructed to meet the
requirement of a search task and to adapt to individuals’ search
objectives.

Keywords: content-based image retrieval, perception-
based image retrieval, personalization, relevance feedback,
triangle similarity.

1 Introduction
Much research has been conducted on content-based image

retrieval (CBIR) in the past decade [12]. A content-based
image retrieval system returns images that are “similar” to a
query image. To measure similarity, most image database
systems characterize images using perceptual features (e.g.,
color, shape and texture) and define how similarity can be
quantified using these features.

Not many attempts [10], however, have been made to charac-
terize images and to quantify similarity based on the character-
istics of the human visual process in the CBIR community. For
instance, while most traditional systems model our response
to “brightness” as a linear function, human eyes respond to
brightness in a non-linear fashion. In addition, most traditional
systems treat color as a continuous spectrum of wavelength,
while we give simple names to only a limited number of colors
(red, green, etc). Also, most systems treat all pixels in an image
equally, but our vision tends to pay less attention to the boarder
pixels, and it distributes effort unevenly by paying closer atten-
tion to ambiguous regions. Many other discrepancies exist.

Moreover, our visual system adjusts to the environment and

adapts to the visual goals [13]. We can think of our visual
system as being divided into two parts: our eyes (the front-
end) perceive and our brain (the back-end that is equipped
with a knowledge database and an inference engine) recognizes
images. The front-end collects visual data for the back-end
to allow high-level processing. The back-end instructs the
front-end to collect visual data with different filters. (A filter
can be regarded as a particular way of perceiving an image.)
The front-end responds flexibly in perceiving visual data by
selecting, ordering and adjusting visual filters differently. For
instance, we may not be able to tell if a figure is a real person or
a statue at first glance. If we pay closer attention to the figure’s
surface, we may be able to identify it as a person or statue. The
front-end and back-end may interact many times to complete a
visual task.

We believe that since an image search engine services peo-
ple, it should be modeled after our visual system. In this paper,
we propose a perception-based image retrieval architecture that
can dynamically construct a pipeline of filters to meet the re-
quirement of a search task and to adapt to individuals’ search
objectives. We first focus on designing individual image fil-
ters (e.g., color masks, pixel masks, shape filters, etc.). We
investigate how some of the psychological and physiological
invariants mentioned above affect our perception and how they
can be considered in characterizing visual data and in measur-
ing similarity for a filter. Once filters are designed, we show
how they can be selected and adjusted to support queries that
have different goals both effectively and efficiently.

The contributions of this study are as follows:

� We enumerate some of our perceptual invariants and show
how to apply them in image representation (Sections 2 and 3).

� We propose distance functions, e.g., Hamming, Gaussian and
Triangle functions, to measure similarity for color and spatial
distribution of colors (Section 3).

� We suggest to decompose our visual front-end into filters
and show how filters can be selected and adjusted to support
personalizable queries (Section 4).

2 Perceptual Characteristics
Many researchers in content-based image retrieval have as-

sumed that the perceptual color space is a Euclidean metric
space. Based on this assumption, clustering and indexing
schemes that use Euclidean distance to measure similarity are
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employed. In addition, most studies treat all pixels equally
in characterizing an image. We first describe two perceptual
characteristics to argue that using Euclidean distance may not
be appropriate in all circumstances and suggest alternatives
(Sections 2.1 and 2.2). We then show that not all pixels in
an image attract equal perceptual attention (Section 2.3). In
Section 3, we apply these perceptual characteristics to image
filter design.

2.1 JND and JNS
The Just Noticeable Difference (JND) is the smallest differ-

ence between two stimuli that a person can detect. Goldstein
[4] uses the following example to illustrate the JND: A person
can detect the difference between a 100-gram weight and a
105-gram weight but cannot detect a smaller difference, so the
JND for this person is 5 grams. For our purpose, we introduce
a new term, called Just Not the Same (JNS). Using the same
weight example, we may say that a 100-gram weight is just not
the same as a weight that is more than 120-gram. So the JNS is
20 grams. When the weight is between 105 and 120 grams, we
say that the weight is similar to a 100-gram weight to a degree.

Now, let us apply JND and JNS to our color percep-
tion. We can hardly tell the difference between deep sky blue
(whose RGB is 0,191,255) and dodger blue (whose RGB is
30,144,255). The perceptual difference between these two col-
ors is below JND. On the other hand, we can tell that blue is
different from green and yellow is different from red. In both
cases, the colors are perceived as JNS.

For an image search engine, JND and JNS indicate that
using Euclidean distance for measuring color difference may
not be appropriate. First, JND reveals that when the difference
between two colors exists but is small enough, then the two
different colors are perceived the same. Second, JNS reveals
that when the difference is significant, we say two colors are
not the same. Taking both JND and JNS into consideration, we
thus quantify color similarity in three discrete regions:

� When the color difference is above JNS: the similarity is
defined zero. (We discuss JNS colors below.)

� When the color difference is between JND and JNS: the
similarity is between zero and 100%.

� When the color difference is below JND: the similarity is
100%.

2.1.1 JNS Colors

We define a term JNS colors in what follows. Although the
wavelength of visible light is 400 meters to 700 meters, research
[5] shows that the colors that can be named by all cultures are
limited to eleven. In addition to black and white, the discernible
colors are red, yellow, green, blue, brown, purple, pink, orange
and gray. Since it is difficult to quantify the difference between
two JNS colors, we simply define the similarity between two
JNS colors zero.

2.1.2 Benefits

Quantifying color similarity in three regions gives us the flex-
ibility to design color filters of different resolutions. We de-
scribe color masks, color histograms, color-average and color-

variance filters in Section 3. Picking different combinations
of filters can accomplish different search objectives (examples
are shown in Section 5).

2.2 Response Compression

The second important characteristic of our vision is our re-
sponse to “brightness.” When we double the intensityof a light,
the light does not look twice as bright. According to Stevens’s
experiment in 1957, doubling the light intensity causes only a
small change in perceived brightness. Figure 1 shows that the
magnitude of response decreases when the stimulus intensity
increases. Stevens’s power law states that the perceived mag-
nitude, P , equals a constant, K, times the stimulus intensity,
S, raised to a power, n, or

P = K � Sn: (1)

The exponent for brightness is about 0:6.
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Figure 1. Stevens’s Power Law.

According to Stevens’s power law (shown in Figure 1), the
visual sensitivity is a non-linear function with respect to the
intensity of the stimulus. Using this law as our starting point,
we first transfer colors from RGB space to a component color
space with intensity and perceived contrasts [2, 14]. We define
the new values of a color pixel based on the RGB values of an
original pixel as follows:

8<
:

S = (R +G+B)=3
C2 = (R+ (max �B))=2
C3 = (R+ 2 � (max �G) + B)=4

(2)

Here max is the maximum possible value for each color com-
ponent in the RGB color space. For a standard 24-bit color
image, max = 255. The intensity is isolated in S.

Once we isolate S, we can characterize intensity using the
perceived magnitude, P , which can be obtained by plugging
S into the right-hand side of Equation 1. We also normalize
the values of P , C2 and C3 to be between 0 and 1. When two
colors belonging to the same culture color are compared, we
use this normalized Euclidean distance in P , C2 and C3 space
to quantify their similarity.

2.2.1 Benefits

Isolating intensity from colors can achieve two benefits. First,
we can normalize intensity so that we can characterize color
similarity more accurately. Second, we can omit the intensity
factor if we want to remove the effect of light sources from



measuring image similarity. One can design two filters, one
takes and one does not take light sources into consideration. A
search task employs an appropriate filter for its goal.

2.3 Pixel Location

Not all pixels in an image are equally important to our
perception. For instance, since we tend to look at the middle
of an image, the pixels there tend to fire more neurons in the
part of the brain devoted to perception than those at the boarder
do. (One reason we tend to look at the middle of an image is
that we tend to place important objects in the middle when we
take a picture.) To take this factor into consideration, we can
weight the pixels based on their location.

2.3.1 Benefits

Weighting pixels can remove the information that is not es-
sential for similarity matching. For example, discounting the
pixels on the image boarder is helpful for finding similar im-
ages that have been framed. Multi-resolution image analysis
can also benefit from pixel weighting. For example, we may
weight the background pixels lighter and the foreground ones
heavier.

3 Image Filters

There could be thousands of useful image filters. To il-
lustrate our concept of composing filters for a visual task, we
enumerate a few color-based image filters in this section. We
consider the perceptual characteristics described in Section 2
in our filter design. We treat shape and texture as attributes of a
color set. (One can build filters by treating color and texture as
attributes of a segmented shape or color and shape as attributes
of a texture, e.g., [9].) We show in Sections 4 and 5 that se-
lecting different filters can support queries that have different
objectives.

To characterize an image, we divide it into color sets. A
color set is the collection of pixels in an image that have the
same color. We divide the visible color space into eleven JNS
colors (discussed in Section 2.1). An image thus consists of
at most eleven color sets, where a color set is characterized by
three attributes of the image: its color, moments and centroid.
These attributes are defined as follows:

� Color: The culture color of the pixel collection. Each culture
color spans a range of wavelengths. We keep the mean and
variance of the color set on the three axes, P ,C2 and C3. We
also record the number of pixels belonging to the color set.

� Moments: The moment invariants [6] of the color set. Mo-
ment invariants are properties of connected regions in binary
images that are invariant to translation, rotation and scaling.

� Centroid: The center of gravity of the color set, x̂ and ŷ.

Next, we describe how these attributes can be used to build
image filters and how each filter measures similarity. Table 1
summarizes the filters discussed in this section. We roughly
divide the filters intocoarse- and fine-resolutionones. One may
want to use a coarse filter at some occasions and fine filters at
others. For instance, if one wants to search wall-papers of a

given pattern, using color masks of different Hamming distance
can be a good choice.

Filter Name Representation
Color Masks Number of identical JNS colors

Color Histograms Distribution of colors
Color Average Similarity comparison within the same JNS color

Color Variance Similarity comparison within the same JNS color
Spread Spatial concentration of a color

Elongation Shape of a color
Spatial Relationship Spatial relationship between major color sets

Table 1. Filter Summary.

3.1 Color Masks

Each image has an 11-bit color mask, and each bit represents
a culture color. If a culture color is present, the corresponding
bit in the mask is set. To filter out noise, we say that a color is
present only if it covers at least � percent (e.g., one percent) of
the pixels.

To compare two color masks (of two different images), we
employ the Hamming distance. The Hamming distance of
two color masks is the number of colors by which the two
masks differ. For instance, the hamming distance between
fblack; red; blueg and fgreen; red; blueg is two. Let HA;B

denote the hamming distance between color masks MA and
MB, or HA;B =MA �MB .

The color masks plus the percentage of pixels each present
color covers form a color histogram. To compare the differ-
ence between two color histograms, we can employ traditional
measures proposed by [3, 11].

3.2 Refined Color Matcher

Suppose two color sets belong to the same JNS color (e.g.,
navy blue and sky blue). We perform a refined comparison step
to see how similar the colors are. Traditionally, the similarity
measure of two colors is done by comparing the Euclidean
distance between their P , C2 and C3 (or HVS etc.) averages.
(We call this an color-average filter.) We believe that employ-
ing color variance in the similarity measure adds the texture
dimension to the consideration. For instance, the color of a
building is typically uniformly distributed along the C2 and
C3 axes. (The value of P may vary due to the lighting condi-
tion.) A JNS color on a scenic image is usually perceptually
non-uniform. For instance, a green pasture may have green of
different saturation and intensity.

The distribution of a color set can be characterized as a
Gaussian function1. To measure similarity based on the mean
and variance of a culture color, we compare the Gaussian func-
tions represented by two sets of the mean and the variance in
C2 and C3. We define similarity as the intersecting area of
the two Gaussian functions. Given two normalized Gaussian

1The central limit theorem states that the sum of a large number of in-
dependent observations from the same distribution has, under certain general
conditions, an approximate Gaussian distribution. One can assume that the
pixels in a color set are samples of some objects, which colors follow some
unknown distribution. A reasonable large number of samples of the objects
thus follow a Gaussian distribution.



functions f1(x) and f2(x) and their means (�x1 and �x2) and
variances (�1 and �2), the statistics community has shown that
the following characteristic distance can be used to depict the
difference between f1(x) and f2(x) [8]: 	 = j�x1��x2jp

�1�2
. Notice

that the larger the variances, the harder it is to distinguish one
Gaussian from the other.

3.3 Pixel Masks

A pixel mask weights the pixels on an image by their loca-
tion. We use wi;j to denote the weight of the pixel at the i, j
coordinate. The value of wi;j is between zero and one.

3.4 Spatial Relationship: Triangle Filter

For some image applications, capturing the spatial relation-
ship between the dominant objects can be helpful. A sunset
picture, for example, can be roughly depicted as an orange cir-
cle above a dark horizon. A firework show can be characterized
as sparks of colors on a black background. A tree should be
beneath a blue or gray sky and above the land.

We propose using a triangle to capture the spatial relation-
ship between the major pixel sets on an image. We use triangles
for two reasons. First, the similarity of two triangles immunes
from many geometrical transformations such as translation,
rotation and scaling. Second, any geometrical shape can be
composed of triangles, so triangle filters provide scalability
for capturing spatial relationship. If we want to capture finer
spatial relationship between more colors, we can form more
triangles.

The three nodes of the triangle are the centroids of the three
selected pixel sets. When comparing the similarity of two
triangles, we first mark the three vertices of one triangle as
ABC, then we mark the vertex of the other triangle with the
same features (color, shape, texture or any combination of the
three) as vertex A as A’, the vertex of the same features as B
as B’, and the vertex of the same color as C as C’. Then we
stretch or shrunk the triangle A’B’C’ so that A0B0 = AB.

Next, we put these two triangles together so that A’ is on
A, B’ is on B as shown in Figure 2. We calculate the ratio of
the overlapping area of these two triangles to the average area
of them, which gives a good idea about how similar these two
triangles are.

A (A’)                         c (c’)                                B (B’)

C                    C’

b           b’                          a         a’

Figure 2. Triangle Similarity.
3.5 Shapes

Moment invariants [6] are properties of connected regions
in binary images that are invariant to translation, rotation and
scaling. They are useful because they define a simply calcu-

lated set of properties that can be used for shape classification
and part recognition inside a region. One can identify basic
shapes by examining the first moment of a pixel collection.
For example, many experiments have confirmed that the first
moment of a circle, regardless of its size and location on the
image is a constant. In addition, several high-level shape char-
acteristics can be derived from low-level moments. The study
of [7] defines “spreadness” (which we call spread) as a normal-
ized average distance of pixels to the center of the shape. It
shows how much the shape is spread. Another important index
is elongation, which reflects how much the shape is elongated.
Moment invariants have been studied in many papers and we
discuss the subject briefly here so that we could use the spread
and the elongation filter in our experiments.

4 Filter Pipeline Model

Suppose an image set 
 consists of M images, denoted as
yi, where i = 1; 2; : : :;M . Let yq be the query image. A
top-K query finds the K most similar images to yq in 
.

Suppose each image is depicted by N features, denoted as
xj, where j = 1; 2; : : : ; N . For feature xj, we implement a
filter Fj for screening out unwanted images to narrow down
the search space. Let Sj(yi; yq) be the function that measures
the similarity between image yi and the query image yq for
feature xj and Tj the filter threshold. We can express filter Fj
quantitatively as

Fj(
; Tj) = fyijSj(yi; yq) � Tj and yi 2 
g: (3)

A filter selects images which similarity to the query image is
above the filter threshold.

The strength of this filter-pipeline model lies in three areas:
its expressiveness, efficiency and flexibility.

� Expressiveness: Filters can be combined using boolean op-
erators such as and, or, nand, nor, etc. For example, a
traditional linear model that combines � filters can be ex-
pressed as

! = F1(F2(:::F�(
; T�):::; T2); T1):

It is obvious that being able to use boolean operators to com-
bine filters improves the expressiveness drastically beyond
the traditional linear model.

� Efficiency: Filters can be ordered judiciously to improve
search speed. Many traditional query optimization tech-
niques (e.g., index join, hash join, sort join, etc.) can be em-
ployed to minimize search space, reduce intermediate mem-
ory use, and parallelize query processing.

� Flexibility: Different filters can be selected based on different
search goals. More importantly, a filter’s threshold can be
adjusted to make the filter coarser or finer for supporting
relevance feedback and personalization. Having a coarser
threshold (lower Tj) makes a filter less selective; having a
finer threshold (higher Tj) makes a filter more scrupulous.

5 Preliminary Results

To achieve personalizable queries, a query processor should
be adaptive to user preferences and relevance feedback. When



a user expresses that some returned results are not satisfac-
tory, the query processor learns from the feedback and then
adds, removes or replaces filters, or changes filter thresholds to
achieve better results. Because of the space limitation, we only
show three query examples of progressive refinement. (For
additional experimental results, please refer to [1].) Our exper-
iments were conducted on a collection of 500; 000 randomly
crawled Web images. In the figures where the results are pre-
sented, the query image is on the left-hand side of the figure
and the top five similar images are presented next to the query
image.

Figure 3. Same Scene Query.

Figure 3 presents the results of queries that look for shots
of the same scene. The first three rows show the search results
of three different search pipelines. The first row used color
histograms only (with eleven JNS colors). The search returned
images that are quite different from the query one but that
have the similar color composition. We refined the pipeline by
adding a filter that compares the average values ofP ,C2 andC3

in each JNS color bin (i.e., average-color filter). The improved
result is shown in the second row. Finally, we replaced the
average-color filter with the refined color matcher described in
Section 3.2. We were able to obtain one additional matching
image. We repeated the same experiment on a classroom photo.
The last row in the figure shows that the result is satisfactory.

Figure 4. Color- and Shape-Based Query.

Figure 4 shows the results of queries on a dress. First, we
used color histograms and color average as the filters. The
result presented in the first row returns also a pair of shoes.
Apparently, the shape of the dress is different from that of the
shoes. We thus added shape filters to the pipeline and the result
in the second row eliminates the shoes. (If one wants to search
for shoes that can go with the dress, the first pipeline is the

desired one.)

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this study we enumerate several perceptual characteris-
tics and show how to model and quantify them. We also show
that our visual system perceives images by combining filters
of different functions and resolutions. By decomposing our
visual system into filters, we can dynamically construct a high-
level pipeline of filters to perform a specific visual task, e.g.,
categorizing an image or identifying an object in an image.
By considering a user’s relevance feedback, this technique of
dynamic visual pipeline construction can support a customiz-
able/personalizable image search engine that can be tailored to
meet the goal of a particular visual task. Our research will con-
tinue to explore perception-based image characterization and
to formalize the principles and mechanisms for constructing
a visual pipeline and for measuring its cost and performance
(e.g., recall and precision).
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